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UNIVERSEH is an alliance of five European universities established to develop a new way of col-

laboration in the field of Space, within the “European Universities” initiative.  

The alliance aims to create new higher education interactive experiences for the university commu-

nity, teachers and students, and for the benefit of society as a whole. Such initiatives will enable 

broadminded, informed and conscientious European citizens to capture and create new knowledge 

and become smart actors of European innovation, valorisation and societal dissemination within the 

Space sector, from science, engineering, liberal arts to culture.  
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Introduction 

The following report contains the results from the monitoring of most of the pre-defined indi-

cators (01-07) and an update on the respective indicators. The report also contains a few 

recommendations with regards to future mobility reporting in the context of a European uni-

versity alliance. 

 

1. List of mobility indicators 

The list of mobility indicators has been submitted in April 2022 as below: 

Nr. Indicator Statistical data Description 

01 Collaborative 
Activities 

Number, event/activity name, target 
group, cooperation with, organised by, 
date, university responsible, number of 
participants, contact details. 

Statistical data regarding:  
1. Activities developed in 
collaboration with ESN, 
2. activities organised with 
the support of/in collabora-
tion with local/regional 
stakeholders,  
3. student-led activ-
ites/events at each univer-
sity. 

02 
 

Staff mobility 
event 

Number, event name, target group, 
date, university, number of partici-
pants, gender info (female/male/non-
binary participants), contact, e-mail. 

Data regarding events or-
ganised to promote staff mo-
bility at each university. 

03 Staff work-
shops 

Number, seminar/workshop, target 
group, date, university, number of par-
ticipants, language of seminar, con-
tact, e-mail. 

Data regarding joint staff 
seminars/workshops organ-
ised at each university. 

04 Student mo-
bility 

Number, event name, target group, 
date, university, number of partici-
pants, contact, e-mail. 

Data regarding student mo-
bility events organised at 
each university. 

05 Number of 
European 
Student Card 
users in UNI-
VERSEH 

University, university term (autumn 
term 21/22, summer term 22 etc.), 
number of users. 

Data regarding the use of 
the European student card 
at each university. 

06 Erasmus mo-
bility app 

University, university term (autumn 
term 21/22, summer term 22 etc.), 
number of users. 

Data regarding the use of 
the Erasmus mobility app at 
each university. 
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07 Electronic 
mobility eval-
uation form  
 
« Evaluate 
your mobility 
experi-
ence ! » 
 
Link to form : 
https://www3.
hhu.de/io/vie
w.php?id=14
4168  

Institutional affiliation, target group, 
gender, specific needs, modality of the 
mobility, dates of the mobility, destina-
tion of the mobility, form of the mobility  

Data regarding the mobility 
experience corresponding to 
different forms of mobility. 

 

2. Recommendations  

- Mobility reporting in a European university alliances faces multiple institutional, 
structural and statistical challenges that are manifold. In order to assure reliable 

data is collected across all European university alliances, the European 
Commission and relevant agencies should provide a detailled conceptual and 

statistical framework as a blueprint to acertain solid data.  
 

- Data collection at institutional level is a longlasting and continuous effort. In a 

digitalised work environment, making automated instruments available in order 
to facilitate not only a quicker but also more correct retrieval of data based on a 

clear, robust algortihmic data collection mechanism is crucial for the future 
monitoring of mobility.  
 

- Statistical errors data considering student mobility reporting result often times 
from wrongful calculation of mobility datasets. Non-representative data can 

result from incorrect definition and in fact numerical calculation of the student 
population. In the context of UNIVERSEH, fundamental data on the actively 
involved students in the alliance is missing. Taking the simple student 

headcount as dataset however is incorrect as the mobility aspect is ignored. 
 

- Mobility reporting in European university alliances has to take into account the 
factually involved individuals that are mobile. Defining mobility for all respective 
target groups thus has to be a primary step. Further, clear definifions (e.g. who 

can be counted for mobility and who is an alliance student?) given to the 

https://www3.hhu.de/io/view.php?id=144168
https://www3.hhu.de/io/view.php?id=144168
https://www3.hhu.de/io/view.php?id=144168
https://www3.hhu.de/io/view.php?id=144168
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Eurpean university alliances by the European Commission would also make 

comparison between alliances more reliable and rise similarity of presented 
data. 
 

- The new Erasmus+ programme clearly sets the framework for innovative forms 
of mobility increasing learners’ flexibility whilst assuring to contribute to 

sustainable and lifelong growth of academics. Understanding mobility as core 
tool to strengthen a feeling of European beloning across the European 
university alliances thus should consequently result in collection and evaluation 

of quantitative data. Additionally, impact assessments should contribute to 
understanding whether such new, innovative mobility forms create the wished 

for changes from the learners’ perspective.    
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3.1. Data on mobility indicator 01  
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3.2. Data on mobility indicator 02  
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3.3. Data on mobility indicator 03 
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3.3. Data on mobility indicator 04 
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3.4. Data on mobility indicator 05 
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3.5. Data on mobility indicator 06 
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3.6. Data on mobility indicator 07 
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